
Geography—Africa 
~Name and locate the countries of Africa including   
identifying human and physical characteristics. •  
~Name and locate the Equator, Northern Hemisphere, 
Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and      
Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle and date time 
zones. ~Describe some of the characteristics of these 
geographical areas. •  
~Describe geographical similarities and differences  
between countries  

~ask and answer geographical questions about the    
physical and human characteristics of a location. • 
~ Explain own views about locations, giving reasons. • 
~Describe key aspects of: physical geography ( rivers, 
mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes and the water 
cycle.)  
~Human geography (settlements and land use.)  
~Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping 
to locate countries and describe features. •  
~Use the eight points of a compass, simple grid         
references, symbols and key to communicate knowledge 
of the United Kingdom  

Maths 
 

Length & Perimeter (3 weeks) 
 

Fractions (3 weeks) 
 

Music—Glockenspiels 
  

 
~Play notes on an instrument with care so they are 

clear.  
~Perform with care and an awareness of others.  

 
~Use musical terms to describe and evaluate music.  

 
~Understand layers of sound and discuss their  

effect on mood/feeling.  
 

~Create accompaniments for tunes. Know how many 
beats for a minim, crotchet, semi-breve.  

 

 

ART— Painting   
Artist – UK male and female artists – mountains and watercol-
ours - U.K artists for Y3 - Greg Howard & Alison Bradley  
 
~Use different techniques using thick and thin brushes to produce 
shapes, textures, patterns and lines.  
~Mix colours effectively.  
~Use watercolour paint to produce washes for backgrounds then 
add detail.  

Science Forces & Magnets 
 

~Compare how things move on different surfaces.  
~Notice that some forces need contact between 
two objects, but magnetic forces can act at a   
distance.  
~Observe how magnets attract or repel each other 
and attract some materials and not others.  
~Compare & group together a variety of materials 
on the basis of whether they are attracted to a 
magnet & identify some magnetic materials  
~Describe magnets as having two poles.  
~Predict whether two magnets will attract or   
repel, on which pole face.  

English 

 
Narrative  Plot: Rags to Riches (Twist on Fairytale) 
  Toolkit: Characterisation & Dialogue 
Non fiction Explanations 

Poetry  Structured poems (Haiku, Tanka, Kennings) 

PSHCE/Seal  
 
~Discuss and debate health & wellbeing issues.  
~Being a part of the community and who works in the community. 
~Responsibilities, rights & duties  

 

P.E 
Tennis  
Strike a ball with control. • Choose appropriate tactics to 
cause problems for the opposition. • Follow the rules of the 
game and play fairly.  
 
Dance 
• Plan, perform and repeat sequences. • Move in a clear, 
fluent and expressive manner. • Refine movements into 
sequences. • Create dances and movements that convey a 
definite idea. • Change speed and levels within a perfor-
mance. • Develop physical strength and suppleness by prac-
tising moves and stretching.  

Year 3—Spring 2 
 

Africa 

R.E-Islam 
~What do Muslims believe?  
~How do Muslims worship at home?  
~How and why Muslims celebrate Eid? ~How do they prepare at 
home? ~How do they prepare in their place of worship ~Present 
the key teachings and beliefs of a religion.  
how an understanding that personal experiences and feelings influ-
ence attitudes and explain how beliefs about right and wrong   
affect people’s behaviour actions  
~Give some reasons why religious figures may have acted as they 
did . 

Computing –Scratch Maze games 
 

-Teach algorithms, repetition, conditions and variables, while    
introducing students to Scratch’s block-based coding language.  
-Build adventure maze games and design your own levels,          
characters and objects to collect.  


